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Abstract
The use and characteristics of local properties designed to describe
intermolecular interactions projected onto molecular surfaces and
based on semiempirical molecular orbital theory are described. After
a discussion of the local properties themselves and their relationship
to intermolecular interactions and chemical reactivity, two applica-
tions are described. The first, surface-integral models for physical
properties, involve integrating a functional of the local properties over
the molecular surface. In the second example, we discuss a possible
approach to determining the potential specificity of biological inter-
actions based on Shannon's theory of communication.
Introduction
The atomistic approximation (i. e., that molecules can be represented as an array of distinct
atoms that are usually treated as points) is used almost universally for modelling, quanti-
tative structure-activity (QSAR) and -property (QSPR) relationships, and chemoinformatics
applications. The atomistic approximation is the basis of classical mechanical models of
molecules (force fields) but it is often also derived from the results of quantum mechanical
calculations. Wave functions or electron densities are “reduced” to atomistic descriptions
by a variety of population analyses [1 – 6] or other techniques for partitioning the electron
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density [7, 8] or by fitting atomic monopoles to the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP)
[9 – 14] or any other local property around the molecule to atom-centred two-centre poten-
tials. Although it has been argued strongly that “atoms in molecules” represent transferable
and easily recognizable entities [8], a purist quantum mechanical view of molecules within
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is a cloud of electron density comprising the appro-
priate number of indistinguishable electrons in which a number of fixed point positive
charges (the nuclei) exist. However, even techniques that nominally rely on surface de-
scriptions of molecules often designate portions of the molecular surface to an underlying
atom and assign them properties according to the appropriate element. Examples of such
techniques include those which are purely classical such as MolFESD [15 – 17] and the PB-
SA solvent techniques [18, 19] but also those based on quantum mechanics such as the SMn
solvation models [20] or COSMO-RS [21]. This should not be necessary if a wave function
or electron density is available, but represents a simple approximation that allows the
introduction of element-specific parameters that often improve model performance con-
siderably. However, the need for different parameters for different elements means that the
theory is incomplete. What is missing are the typical properties that were often defined
early in the development of molecular orbital (MO) or density-functional theory (DFT) to
describe the differences in the properties of elements, whole molecules, regions around
them or even points in their vicinity. An incomplete summary of some such properties is
given in Table 1.
Table 1. Some representative descriptive quantities relevant to molecular reactivity
and intermolecular interactions. For the meanings of the various symbols, see the
original references.
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The starting point of our investigations was therefore to investigate whether we can define
a set of local properties at or near the surfaces of molecules that allow us to formulate
intermolecular forces and energies as the classical [36] combination of Coulomb, exchange
repulsion, dispersion and donor-acceptor interactions.
Local Properties
By far the most familiar local property is the MEP [37], which is often projected onto
molecular surfaces and visualized using colour coding to represent the value of the MEP.
However, although Coulomb interactions, which can be derived from the MEPs of two
interacting molecules, are by far the strongest contributors to intermolecular interaction
energies in the gas phase, they are strongly attenuated in polar solution and may even lead
to a net destabilization if Coulomb attraction to the solvent is stronger than to the com-
plexation partner. In situations such as this, interactions that are weaker in the gas phase
become far more significant and may even dominate the total interaction energy. It is
therefore necessary to include these weaker interactions in a complete model of intermo-
lecular complexation, which is the basis of all molecular communications mechanisms. We
can therefore consider appropriate surface properties that are related to the four types of
interaction outlined above.
Pauli Repulsion = Shape
The Pauli repulsion between the molecule and a neighbour depends on the electron density.
Therefore, using isodensity molecular surfaces [38] allows us to treat repulsion. Molecular
shape analysis has been discussed in detail by Mezey [39] and virtual screening techniques
based solely on the molecular shape are becoming well established [40, 41]. Currently, the
Gay-Berne potential [42] is the best known of very few examples of repulsive/van der
Waals potentials for anisotropic bodies. Describing the shapes of molecules using spheri-
cal-harmonic expansions [43 – 45] provides an analytical shape description that has, as far
as we know, not yet been used to describe repulsion between molecules.
Coulomb Interactions
The MEP is well established as an observable molecular property that determines inter-
molecular Coulomb interactions. However, Coulomb interactions are usually calculated
from atomic monopoles [1 – 14] or multipoles [46], distributed multipoles [47, 48], or from
the electron density directly [37]. Electrostatic shell models in which charges are not
centred on the atoms are common in materials modelling [49, 50]. The Coulomb interaction
energy between two electrostatically anisotropic bodies is almost always calculated using a
multi-centre approach such as atomic multipoles or distributed multipoles [46, 47]. Single-
centre multipole expansions can be used [51], but may not converge as the order of the
multipole expansion is increased. This approach is mathematically equivalent to our fitting
of the molecular electrostatic potential at the surface of the molecule to a spherical-har-
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monic expansion [45]. This approach promises to be very useful for cheminformatics
applications, but may be less so for classical modelling applications such as molecular
dynamics.
Local Polarizability
The dispersion interactions of a molecule with neighbours are linked to the polarizability
by the London equation [52 – 55]. We [56] have described a parameterized technique for
calculating the molecular electronic polarizability tensor accurately using semiempirical
MO-techniques and have proposed a partitioning scheme [57] similar to a population
analysis that allows atomic (or even atomic orbital) polarizability tensors to be assigned.
Note that any such partitioning scheme, like those used to assign net atomic charges [1 – 6]
is arbitrary and that our scheme has been defined to give the molecular electronic polariz-
ability as the sum of the atomic polarizability tensors, although this definition is also
arbitrary. However, the “atomic orbital” polarizabilities can be used to define a local
polarizability around the molecule that serves to indicate the anisotropy of the molecular
polarizability. This is illustrated by the local polarizability of naphthalene projected onto an
isodensity surface (calculated with AM158) shown in Fig. 1. The p-face of the molecule is
relatively more polarizable than the hydrogen atoms around the periphery and the 1-, 4-, 6-,
and 9-hydrogens are less polarizable than their 2-, 3-, 7-, and 8-counterparts.
Figure 1. The AM1-calculated local polarizability of naphthalene projected onto an
isodensity surface. The colour scheme ranges from red (most polarizable) to blue
(least polarizable). The surfaces and the local electronegativity were calculated with
ParaSurf'06 [59].
Such descriptions of the polarizability are important if dispersion interactions such as, for
instance, those that play a role in the p-stacking of aromatic rings. Using a dispersion term
derived from the atomic polarizability tensors derived as described above [57] together
with the London equation [52 – 55] and the Slater-Kirkwood approximation [60], we [61]
were able to reproduce such interactions with MNDOref semi-empirical MO-theory. Nor-
mally, neither semi-empirical MO-theory nor density-functional theory (DFT) is able to
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reproduce dispersion, although several correction terms have been suggested for DFT [62 –
64]. The technique that we have described is atomistic, but can be formulated in terms of
the local polarizability.
Local Ionization Energy and Electron Affinity
Figure 2. The least positive areas of the local electron affinity at an isodensity surface
(calculated with AM1 [58]) for three substrates for an SN2 substitution reaction. The
surfaces and the local electronegativity were calculated with ParaSurf'06 [59].
Electron donor-acceptor (Lewis acid-base) interactions are usually either ignored in classi-
cal modelling techniques or are implicit in more general interaction potentials. Interest-
ingly, these interactions have traditionally played a dominant role in qualitative reaction
theory [22 – 28]. Thus, the superdelocalizability [28] introduced by Fukui and the “Fukui
function” introduced by Parr [27] follow similar concepts to the average local ionization
energy [29 – 33] and the local electron affinity [35] in that they are based on perturbational
molecular orbital theory. The Fukui function also uses the frontier orbital approximation
and both the superdelocalizability and the local electron affinity rely on using virtual
orbitals and therefore are limited in their current forms to minimal basis sets. Perhaps not
surprisingly, the average local ionization energy and the local electron affinity describe not
only the donor-acceptor component of intermolecular interactions, but also chemical re-
activity. Figure 2, for instance, shows the areas of highest (least negative) local electron
affinity for chloroethane, chloromethane and methyl chloroacetate. The activating influence
of the ester substituent and the opposite effect of the methyl group in chloroethane relative
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to SN2-substitution at the carbon bearing the chlorine substituent are clearly visible. Simi-
larly, the local ionization energy usefully indicates the reactivity of aromatic ring positions
towards electrophilic aromatic substitution [35].
QSAR and QSPR with Descriptors Derived from Local
Properties
The above discussion suggests that intermolecular interactions, which are the basis of
biological communication and also determine many physical properties such as vapour
pressure, boiling point, partition coefficients, solubility etc., are described well by the local
properties. Therefore, these properties should be sufficient to describe intermolecular reac-
tions, and thus for QSAR and QSPR applications. We have investigated two approaches to
such models.
Figure 3. Experimental vs. calculated logP values for the SIM model described
above.
The first uses the statistical descriptors based on local properties at the molecular surface
first introduced by Murray and Politzer [65, 66] and later extended by us to other local
properties [67]. These descriptors are derived by first calculating a triangulated molecular
surface such as an isodensity or solvent-excluded surface. The calculated values of the local
properties, in the case of the descriptors introduced by Murray and Politzer the MEP, are
then used to calculate statistical descriptors such as the variance, maximum, minimum,
mean value, range etc. These values serve as descriptors that are completely independent of
the 2D-structure of the molecule, by which we mean that they do not contain information
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such as atom counts, numbers of aromatic rings, numbers of hydrogen-bond donors or
acceptors etc. The descriptors can then be used in combination with an interpolation
technique such as multiple regression or artificial neural nets to construct a classical
QSPR-model.
The second type of QSPR model is known as a surface-integral model (SIM) and has been
used in connection with the MolFESD technique [15 – 17]. We [68] have presented SIMs
for the free energies of solvation in water, n-octanol, and chloroform and for the enthalpy
of solvation in water. Strictly speaking, solvation energies are not local properties, but the
concept of a hydration free-energy density (HFED) was introduced by Scheraga [69] and
has proved useful. The target property (in the following example logPkow) is calculated as
the integral of a functional of the local properties over the entire isodensity surface of the
molecule. The functional is determined by regression using potential functional expressions
based on one or more of the local properties, as outlined in reference [68]. In order to
demonstrate the generality of the concept of SIMs, we have trained a SIM-model based on
the gas phase AM1 wave-function for the water/n-octanol partition coefficient, logPkow.
The statistical characteristics of the resulting 8-term model and a plot of the calculated vs.
experimental logPkow values are shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 4. Local logPkow values projected onto an
isodensity surface of a phospholipid. The calcula-
tions are based on the AM1 [58] wave function
and the surface and SIM values were calculated
with ParaSurf'06 [59].
One of the attractive features of SIMs is that the values of the functional themselves
represent a local property that can be visualized in order to help understand the system.
Figure 4 shows the areas of the surface of a phospholipid that have the largest positive
contribution to logPkow (i. e. the hydrophilic regions). The distribution corresponds exactly
to our qualitative ideas of the hydrophilic/hydrophobic regions of the phospholipid.
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Surface Information
Clearly, biologically active molecules carry information. Instinctively, we expect, for
instance, an octapeptide to “carry more information” than, say, cyclohexane. This leads
to the expectation that we should be able to quantify the information content of molecules.
This idea is not new. For instance Kuz'min et al. [70] have discussed molecular information
fields. However, if we turn to Shannon's classical work on information theory [71], we can
define analogies and differences between signal transfer in communications systems and in
biology.
Figure 5 shows Shannon's original scheme of a communications system.
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of a communications system consisting of transmitter,
channel and receiver (after reference [71]).
Shannon was mostly concerned with the capacity of the channel and with the influence of
noise. Biological communication can be described by a modified scheme, as shown in
Fig. 6.
Figure 6. Schematic diagram of biological communication. For our purposes, the
capacity of the channel (“Molecular Recognition”) can be regarded as infinite. The
dominant question is whether a given legend carries enough information to elicit one
and only one response.
We can assume that the process of information transfer (molecular recognition) has enough
capacity to satisfy the needs of the system. The pertinent question then becomes whether a
given ligand carries enough information to be able to distinguish between its own response
and all others. Note that “carries enough information” in this context means exactly the
reverse of the concept of information content defined by Shannon. We are actually inter-
ested in the ligand carrying no information at all (i. e. being able to interact with only one
receptor), rather than in Shannon's information content, which we might define as the
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“degree of ambiguity” in the context of Fig. 6. Thus, the most selective ligands should have
the lowest Shannon entropy. Following Shannon [71], we can define the “amount of
information” using the Shannon entropy, H:
H P Pi i= − ( )∑ log
where Pi is the probability of finding symbol i in the message.
Translated into a continuous surface described by the four local properties V, IL, EL, and aL,
which we assume to be orthogonal to each other (as is approximately the case [35]), we can
write the Shannon entropy as the numerical integration of the triangulated surface:
H p V p V p I p I p E p E pi i L i L i L i L i= − + + +( ) log ( ) ( ) log ( ) ( ) log ( ) (, , , ,2 2 2 α αL i L i
i
k
ip A, ,) log ( )2
1
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⋅
=
∑
where k is the number of triangles on the surface, Ai the area of triangle i, and Vi, IL,i, EL,i
and aL,i are the average values of V, IL, EL, and aL, respectively, for triangle i. the
probability of finding a given value of a local property x is defined as p(x).
Thus, we can calculate a molecular Shannon entropy by numerical integration over the
molecular surface analogously to a SIM-model. In this case, however, the Shannon entropy
is a true local property [71]. The only question that remains is that of the probability
distribution appropriate for calculating the Shannon entropy. Here, there are two possibi-
lities. If we consider the ligand in isolation, we can use the distribution of the local
properties on its own surface to define the probability function.
This results in what we term the “internal” Shannon entropy. Alternatively, we can consider
an ensemble of ligands all competing to convey their messages, in which case we need a
probability function for the complete set of ligands (termed the “external” Shannon en-
tropy). We have approximated this probability by calculating the local properties at the
surfaces of all the ligands contained in the PDBBIND dataset [72, 73]. In order to eliminate
size effects, we define a surface-entropy density rShannon as:
ρShannon
H
A
=
where H is the molecular Shannon entropy and A the total surface area of the molecule.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of the calculated information densities for the PDBBIND
ligands.
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Figure 7. Calculated distribution of molecular information densities (“internal” and
“external”, as defined in the text) calculated based on the AM1 [58] wave-functions
for the ligands of the PDBBIND database [72, 73]. The Shannon entropies were
calculated with ParaSurf'06 [59].
Figure 8. The “external” Shannon entropy projected onto an isodensity surface for a
fragment of polyethylene glycol, PEG. The surface area is 345 2, the internal and
external Shannon entropies 97.5 and 134.8 bits, respectively, and the internal and
external surface-entropy densities 0.280 and 0.389 bits -2, respectively. The surface
and the Shannon entropies were calculated with ParaSurf'06 [59].
The “internal” information content shows a narrower distribution than the “external”. This
is an effect of the charge of the ligands, which shifts the VL values strongly in the case of
the “external” Shannon entropy and therefore broadens the distribution. Thus, as might be
expected, the “internal” Shannon entropy removes the effect of charge on the ligand,
whereas the “external” equivalent provides a more global view of the ligands.
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Two examples serve to indicate the possible meaning of the molecular Shannon entropy,
although this quantity needs to be investigated more thoroughly before we can reach firm
conclusions. Figure 8 shows the Shannon entropy projected onto the surface of a model
segment of polyethylene glycol, which is often found bound non-specifically to proteins in
crystal structures.
This can be compared with the model FPN tripeptide, which is also a neutral molecule but
could be expected to bind more specifically to proteins. Its Shannon-entropy surface (on the
same colour scale as Fig. 8) is shown in Fig. 9.
Figure 9. The “external” Shannon entropy projected onto an isodensity surface for a
fragment of a model FPN tripeptide. The surface area is 380 2, the internal and
external Shannon entropies 95.7 and 106.7 bits, respectively, and the internal and
external surface-entropy densities 0.250 and 0.280 bits -2, respectively. The surface
and the Shannon entropies were calculated with ParaSurf'06 [59].
The tripeptide has very similar, but slightly lower total “internal” Shannon entropy and
surface-entropy density than the PEG fragment, but the difference between the two be-
comes apparent when we consider the “external” Shannon entropy and surface-entropy
density. The tripeptide derives its specificity (blue and green areas) from the zwitterionic
end groups and from the phenyl group, whereas the praline ring is considered to be very
unspecific.
Summary and Conclusions
Modelling and simulation using molecular surfaces is certainly technically more difficult
than the common atomistic techniques. However, molecular surfaces provide new oppor-
tunities to view molecules in a different light and to reconsider whether our continued
preference for atomistic techniques is not influenced by the fact that we, as chemists, have
learnt to view molecules atomistically. It remains to be seen whether techniques such as
surface-integral models or surface Shannon entropy provide significant advantages in
treating biological systems and, above all, in understanding biological communication.
However, after 30 years of atomistic modelling it is probably time to consider alternatives.
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